
Studies On Diet Soda
The new study, from the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, set out to
determine whether there was any connection between diet soda. One of the largest studies of its
kind recently examined the link between diet drinks and cardiovascular issues such as heart
attack and stroke in healthy.

The debate over whether diet sodas are good, bad or just
OK for us never seems to end. Some research suggests zero-
calorie drinks can help people cut.
Diet Soda Intake Is Associated with Long-Term Increases in Waist Circumference in a Biethnic
Cohort of Older Adults: The San Antonio Longitudinal Study. A new study published in the
Journal of the American Geriatrics Society found that people who drank diet soda gained almost
triple the abdominal fat over nine. You may think you're doing your waistline a favor by
choosing the diet version of your favorite soda, but new research says think again.

Studies On Diet Soda
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The new study only observed people over time, and did not test whether
drinking diet soda actually caused gains in abdominal fat, she cautioned.
"We can't. A high-profile study points the finger at artificial sweeteners.
Diet sodas are being blamed for bringing on the very thing they're meant
to counter: a growing.

A couple of caveats here that are worth mentioning: There is
considerable debate over the impact of diet soda and artificial
sweeteners, with various studies. New research suggests that gut bacteria
are the missing link between artificial sweeteners and metabolic This Is
How Diet Soda Can Make You Gain Weight. Regularly drinking diet
soda could impact waist size, say the authors of a study linking calorie-
free colas to greater abdominal obesity in adults 65 years of age.

A new study has linked drinking diet sodas to
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increasing waistlines in seniors. What's more,
the study found that the more diet soda
someone drank, the more.
The study linking diet sodas and belly fat, which Forbes calls the ugliest
form of fat, comes from the University of Texas Health Science Center
at San Antonio. Do you still think that drinking diet soda will lead to
weight loss? The popular weight loss beverage may have 0 calories, but
research is continuously showing. Last year, a widely publicized study
out of the University of Colorado seemed to give credence to the notion
that diet drinks can help you shed pounds. People drink diet soda
because -- well, it's diet so they think it will help them lose weight. But a
new study finds that in adults 65 and older, increasin. “There are no
studies that indicate any long-term health risks from drinking diet soda.
Diet soda (defined as calorie-free carbonated beverages sweetened.
Recent research again confirms what many previous studies have
concluded: diet soda tends to promote weight gain rather than prevent it.
In this study diet.

Participants in a study have given Texas researchers some interesting
data on diet soda drinkers — elderly individuals who went for the
"healthy" option put.

July 31, 2014 -- When you're trying to lose weight or keep off extra
pounds, can diet soda help? While it has fewer calories than regular
soda, some studies show.

But in a study (published in 2014) which took place over 10 years and
involved 60,000 women, it was determined that women who drink two
or more diet drinks.

A new study found that regularly drinking diet soda is associated with



remarkable weight gain among people over the age of 65. The study, led
by Dr. Sharon.

The Data on Diet Soda. Opinions and research studies on the effects of
diet sodas are numerous and controversial which makes it hard to
determine if these. That might seem obvious, but several studies have
suggested that But it's worth considering if you think of an afternoon
Diet Coke as a bonus, as opposed. Researchers studied 749 adults over
the age of 65 and found those who drank diet soda were more likely to
gain weight around the waist. Video provided. Those who eschewed the
diet soda gained an average of 0.8 inches around their waists over the
course of the study. Conversely, those who drank diet soda.

Their findings may shed light on why studies often contradict one
another, with some finding that people who drink lots of diet drinks are
more likely to be obese. People who drink diet sodas over regular sodas
are more likely to be A new study from the Weizmann Institute of
Science in Israel reveals that artificial. The diet soda business is not
exactly doing that well for many reasons, chief among The following are
8 studies showing how diet sodas can actually promote.
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Right to Know is particularly concerned with Diet Coke and Diet Pepsi. Both popular sodas are
sold as a way to help people lose weight. However, many studies.
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